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E. Proposed Characters
A code chart and list of character names are shown on a new page.
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E.1 Code Chart
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E.2 Character Names
xx00
xx01
xx02
xx03
xx04
xx05
xx06
xx07
xx08
xx09
xx0A
xx0B
xx0C
xx0D
xx0E
xx0F
xx10

LATIN SMALL LETTER B WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER D WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER F WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER G WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER K WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER L WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER M WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER P WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER R WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER S WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER ESH WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER V WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER X WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER Z WITH PALATAL HOOK
LATIN SMALL LETTER EZH WITH PALATAL HOOK
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E.3 Unicode Character Properties
All of these characters should have a general category of Ll; no case mapping for these characters is proposed. Other
properties should match those of similar characters (e.g. U+01AB LATIN SMALL LETTER T WITH PALATAL
HOOK).

F. Other Information
F.1 Background: transcription conventions for palatalization
In phonetic transcription, vowel symbols with palatal hook are generally used to represent consonants with
palatalized articulation. Since 1989, the representation recommended by the International Phonetic Association has
been to use superscript j; that is, the UCS character U+02B2 MODIFIER LETTER SMALL J.
Prior to 1989, however, IPA practice allowed for the use of palatal hook on consonant symbols. The older
1
representation is still documented in the IPA Handbook (IPA 1999), and they are often referred to in general books
on phonetics.

Figure 1. From IPA (1949), p. 13.

Figure 2. From Catford (1988), p. 222.

Within the linguistics tradition for study of the Russian language, use of characters with palatal hook has been
common practice.

1

Characters with palatal hook are not, in fact, used in that publication, however.
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Figure 3. Consonants with palatal hook used for Russian (Boyanus and Jopson 1939, p. xxv).

Figure 4. Consonants with palatal hook used for Russian (Jones and Ward 1969, p. 82).

Characters with palatal hooks have been used in relation to other languages as well, however:

Figure 5. Examples of characters with palatal hook used in relation to Australian languages (Evans 1995, p. 744).
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Figure 6. Examples of characters with palatal hook used in relation to African languages (Tucker 1971, p. 648).

It is in relation to Russian that the widest selection of symbols with palatal hook are used, however, and the
inventory proposed here is based on the requirements for Russian. An inspection of a reasonably representative
sampling of the linguistics literature suggests that this is a complete inventory: apart from the characters proposed
here and those already encoded in the UCS (e.g. U+01AB LATIN SMALL LETTER T WITH PALATAL HOOK), I
have not encountered any other phonetic symbols using palatal hook.
Various authors have used typographic approximations for palatal hook when the selection of type available to
them has not been extensive enough. This can be seen in Figure 6, in which a comma is used; others have used a
cedilla:

Figure 7. Cedilla as typographic approximation of palatal hook (Clark 1983, p. xx).

One other convention used by Slavicists is to indicate palatalization using a modifier letter apostrophe; e.g., /tʼ/.

F.2 Clearly-attested characters
Most of the inventory corresponds to palatalized consonant phonemes of Russian, as shown in the sample from
Jones and Ward (1969) shown in Figure 8:
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Figure 8. Russian palatalized consonant phonemes (Jones and Ward 1969, p. 299).

This set of thirteen characters with palatal hook is consistently corroborated by several authors. (Note that one of
these, t-palatal hook, is already encoded in the UCS. Hence, this accounts for twelve of the 17 characters proposed.)
Other sources use additional characters with palatal hook in order to transcribe phonetic surface forms. Thus, the
occurrence of palatal-hooked variants for ɡ, esh, and x in Figure 10 below; the ɡ-palatal hook can also be seen in
Figure 4 above, and the x-palatal hook is seen in Figure 9:

Figure 9. Character x with palatal used for Russian (IPA 1949, p. 14).
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Figure 10. Palatal-hook characters used for Russian (Boyanus and Jopson 1939, p. xxiv).

The inventory from Boyanus and Jopson (1939) in Figure 10 with the exception of esh-palatal hook is corroborated
by Ward (1966), by Clark (1983) (see Figure 7), and by Dawson et al (1964). Thus, there is clear attestation from the
proposed characters other than c-palatal hook, esh-palatal hook and ezh-palatal hook. These last three will be
discussed further.

F.3 Rationale for c-palatal hook, esh-palatal hook and ezh-palatal hook
The complete inventory of Russian palatalized phones includes palatalized voiced alveolar fricative and palatalized
voiced alveolar affricate, as shown in Figure 11:
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Figure 11. Russian palatalized consonants, including alveolar fricatives and affricate (Halle 1994, p. 42).

Note that, in the chart in Figure 11, the author is using a convention of indicating palatalization by means of a
modifier letter apostrophe. Elsewhere in that article, he uses a comma as a typographic approximation for the
palatal hook:

Figure 12. Comma used as typographic approximation of palatal hook (Halle 1994, p. 49).

This practice of using comma to approximate palatal hook is attested in other publications as well:

Figure 13. Comma used as typographic approximation of palatal hook (Halle 1971, p. 52).

It appears that the author has used a comma simply because adequate type that included characters with palatal
hooks was not available.
Another point to be noted from Figure 11 and Figure 13 is the convention used by some Slavicists to transcribe
alveopalatal fricatives using “š” and “ž” rather than esh and ezh, and to transcribe the voiceless alveopalatal affricate
using “č” rather than “tʃ”. Note that Russian surface forms include palatalized voiceless alveolar affricate, and
accordingly the symbols combined with comma in approximation of palatal hook in Figure 13 include “č”. It seems,
then, that a c-palatal hook (in sequence with a combining caron) would be used by authors that follow the š/ž/č
convention were that character available.
Other evidence for c-palatal hook has been encountered in Africanist literature, again using a typographic
approximation:
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Figure 14. Comma used as typographic approximation for c-palatal hook (Tucker 1971, p. 648).

Note that this author does prefer to use true palatal-hooked characters, if available.
While the older IPA recommendation for palatalization involved several characters with the palatal hook, distinct
symbols without palatal hook are recommended in IPA 1949 for the alveolar fricatives rather than esh-palatal hook
and ezh-palatal hook:

Figure 15. IPA recommendation: distinct symbols for palatal esh, ezh (IPA 1949, pp. 13--14).

Even so, it is known that at least esh-palatal hook has been used by some authors, as shown in Figure 10 above. It
seems likely that, if such authors were to transcribe the voiced counterpart, they would want to use an ezh-palatal
hook. Thus, even though other conventions for transcribing palatalized alveolar fricatives may be more common,
the potential demand for esh-palatal hook and ezh-palatal hook is real.
Therefore, in spite of limited attestation, it seems likely that the characters c-palatal hook, esh palatal hook and ezhpalatal hook would be used by authors if available, in preference to typographic approximations seen in existing
literature. By including these three characters along with the others proposed here, a complete inventory of
characters with palatal hook that are ever likely to be required for phonetic transcription of Russian will have been
provided in the UCS.

F.4 Representation as sequences with U+0321
Question 8a of section C above asks whether these characters can be considered presentation forms of existing
character or character sequences. They could possibly be viewed this way: as sequences involving U+0321
COMBINING PALATALIZED HOOK BELOW. I suggest, however, that this would be inappropriate and is
irrelevant. While combining marks in general are assumed to be applicable to arbitrary characters in a generative
manner, allowing dynamic representation of text elements such as Latin small a with bridge below, there are certain
combining marks for which this is not appropriate, one of these being U+0321 COMBINING PALATALIZED
HOOK BELOW. This view has been expressed on the Unicore discussion list, and some of the rationale provided
here has been expressed by others on that list.
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There simply are only certain base characters than can sensibly be modified with a palatal hook, both in a linguistic
sense as well as a typographic sense. For instance, it would be silly to encode a character sequence
< U+01AB LATIN SMALL LETTER T WITH PALATAL HOOK, U+0321 COMBINING PALATALIZED HOOK
BELOW >. In practice, there is a very limited inventory of characters that are used with palatal-hook modification.
Also, whereas it is feasible to create font/rendering implementations that can productively display sequences
involving arbitrary base characters followed by a combining mark such as U+0300 COMBINING GRAVE ACCENT
using mechanisms such as glyph attachment points, this is not feasible for U+0321 COMBINING PALATALIZED
HOOK BELOW: the way in which a base character is modified using a palatal hook is dependent on the particular
base character involved.
Thus, in terms of usage requirements and the realities of implementation, dynamic composition using U+0321
COMBINING PALATALIZED HOOK BELOW is not a good choice, and should be avoided.
Note that this view is corroborated by existing characters in Unicode itself in that characters such as U+01AB
LATIN SMALL LETTER T WITH PALATAL HOOK do not have a decomposition. The combining mark U+0321
COMBINING PALATALIZED HOOK BELOW is not currently used in any decomposition, though there are various
potential candidates for such decompositions.
Therefore, since there are good reasons why productive use of U+0321 COMBINING PALATALIZED HOOK
BELOW is not recommended, and insofar as existing characters with palatal hook are not considered presentation
forms of existing sequences, it is suggested that the characters proposed here are likewise not to be considered
presentation forms of existing sequences.
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